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Compositional Testing

ITEQS'18 [2]

 Integration of fully conformant 
components guaranteed to be 
correct.

 No need to re-test the 
composite system.

 Considerably reduction in
effort of model-based 
testing.

 Reduction of the amount of 
integration testing.

 It can expose latent bugs in 
components that are not 
stimulated in the given system 
but may occur when the 
component is re-used in a 
different environment.

M. van der Bijl, A. Rensink, and J. Tretmans, 2004

P. Daca, T. A. Henzinger, W. Krenn, and D. Nickovic. 2014

Ken McMillan, 2017

System



Compositional Testing
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 Compositional testing 
mostly studied for 
functional behavior, 
E.g., Ioco
 [M. van der Bijl, A. Rensink, and J. 

Tretmans, 2004]
 [P. Daca, T. A. Henzinger, W. Krenn, 

and D. Nickovic. 2014]

 Can we do 
compositional testing 
for quantitative 
properties: Real-time
 Theory?
 Method?
 Tools?

 Yes, but …



Timed Input/Output Automata

ITEQS'18 [4]

 Locations
 Transitions
 Synchronizing input 

(?)/output (!) actions 
 Continous clock

variables, x,y
 Automatically increases as 

time progress
 Guards,
 Invariants
 resets



Timed Input/Output Automata
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 Locations
 Transitions
 Synchronizing input 

(?)/output (!) actions 
 Continous clock variables, 

x,y
 Guards,
 Invariants

 Semantics as Timed LTS
 elapse of 2.1 time 

units
 State=Location, Vector of 

clock values (L,U)
 Timed Trace:

.coin?. .cof!

𝝐(𝟐. 𝟏) 𝝐(𝟒. 𝟒)coin? 𝐜𝐨𝐟!

Time
I,

y=0
B,
y=0

I,
y=2.1

I,
y=4.4

B,
y=4.4



A Small University
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A Small University
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Timely grants
leads to timely

patents



A prototype implementation?
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Coffee Machine Demo
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https://youtu.be/rnwF0aB7mJA



UPPAAL Tools

CLASSICCLASSIC

TIGATIGA

CORACORA

ECDARECDAR

SMCSMC

Optimization

Synthesis

Online Testing

Performance
Analysis

Verification
by model-checking

STRATEGOSTRATEGOOptimal Synthesis

TRONTRON

YGGDRASILYGGDRASIL

Compositional development 
and stepwise refinenemet

www.uppaal.org
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Well-Founded Testing Theories

 Hennessy May/Must testing theory (’84)

 Input-output conformance IOCO (‘96)

ITEQS'18 [11]



Timed Conformance Relation

Specification Implementation

•Timed Automata with Timed-LTS semantics
•Input actions (?) are controlled by the environment
•Output actions (!) are controlled by the implementation
•Implementations are input enabled
•Testing hypothesis: IUT can be modeled by some (unknown) TIOA

give?

coin?

coin?
give?

coin?
give?
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I1 I2 I3 I4 I5

I6
I7

Does In conform-to S1 ?
S1

?

I8

ITEQS'18 [13]



Timed Conformance

•Derived from Tretman’s IOCO

•Let I, S be timed I/O LTS, P a set of states
•TTr(P): the set of timed traces from P

•Out(P after ) = possible outputs and delays after 

•Intuition
•no illegal output is produced and
•required output is produced (at right time)

•I rt-ioco S =def

•  TTr(S): Out(I after )  Out(S after )

•TTr(I)  TTr(s)  if s and I are input enabled

Larsen et al,’04

ITEQS'18 [14]



Does In conform-to S1 ?

S1 I1

=coin.give.10
TTr(I1),  TTr(S1)

out(I1 after coin.give.3)={0...}


out(S1 after coin.give.3)={coffee,0…2}

ITEQS'18 [15]



Does In conform-to S1 ?
S1 I3 I4

=coin.give.7.coffee
TTr(I3),  TTr(S1)

out(I3 after coin.give.7)={coffee,0}


out(S1 after coin.give.7)={}

=coin.give.1.coffee
TTr(I4),  TTr(S1)

out(I4 after coin.give.1)={coffee,0...4}


out(S1 after coin.give.1)={0...4}

ITEQS'18 [16]



Does In conform-to S1 ?
S1

=coin.give.5.tea
TTr(I7),  TTr(S1)

out(I7 after coin.give.5)={tea, coffee,0}


out(S1 after coin.give.5)={coffee,0}

I8

=token.5.vodka
TTr(I8),  TTr(S1)
But was not specified

I7

ITEQS'18 [17]



Timed Conformance

•I rt-ioco S =def
•  TTr(S): Out(I after )  Out(S after )
•TTr(I)  TTr(s)  if s and I are input enabled

•For input enabled models: rt-ioco is composable: 
(pre-congruence and transitive)

•If T1 rt-ioco S1 and T2 rt-ioco S2 then
T1|| T2 rt-ioco S1||S2

•If S1 rt-ioco S2 and S2 rt-ioco S3 then
S1 rt-ioco S3

•Checking T1 rt-ioco S1 rt-ioco is undecidable for 
general models (language inclusion for non-det TA)
•But we can test it!

Krichen&Tripakis
‘09  

ITEQS'18 [18]



Relativized Timed Conformance

 I rt-iocoE S =def

  TTr(E): Out((E,I) after )  Out((E,S) after )

 I rt-iocoE s iff TTr(I)  TTr(E)  TTr(S)  TTr(E) // input enabled

•Intuition, for all assumed environment behaviors, the IUT
•never produces illegal output, and
•always produces required output in time

•E,S, I are input enabled Timed LTS
•Let P be a set of states
•TTr(P): the set of timed traces from states in P
•P after  = the set of states reachable after timed trace 
•Out(P) = possible outputs and delays from states in P

System
Model

Environment
assumptions 0’,o0,1’,o1…

0,i0,1,i1…E

IUT

S I

ITEQS'18 [19]



Re-use Testing Effort
 Given I, E, S
 Assume I rt-iocoE S
 Ordering on environments e ⊑ f 

”e is more discriminating than f”

If S S’ then I rt-iocoE S’

1. Given new (weaker) system specification S’

If E’ E then I rt-iocoE’ S

2. Given new (stronger) environment specification E’

ITEQS'18 [20]



Test
Gene-
rator
tool

click?
x:=0

click?
x<2

x>=2

DBLclick!

Automated Model Based 
Conformance Testing

fail

pass

Test
execution

tool

Adaptor

Model Test suite

Test
Generator

tool

Correctness Relation

Selection &
optimization

Does the behavior of the (blackbox) 
implementation comply to that of the specification?

ITEQS'18 [21]



Test
Gene-
rator
tool

click?
x:=0

click?
x<2

x>=2

DBLclick!

input

Online Testing

fail

pass

Test
execution

tool

Adaptor

Model

Test
Generator

tool output

Correctness Relation

Selection &
optimization

Test generated and executed 
event-by-event (randomly)

A.K.A on-the-fly testing

inputinputinput

outputoutputoutput

ITEQS'18 [22]



Algorithm Idea:
State-set tracking

 Dynamically compute all potential states that the 
model M can reach after the (observable) timed 
trace 0,i0,1,o1,2,i2,o2,…

 Z=M after (0,i0,1,o1,2,i2,o2)

 If Z=  the IUT has made a computation not in model: FAIL
 i is a relevant input in Env iff i ∈ EnvOutput(Z)

[Tripakis] Failure Diagnosis

ITEQS'18 [23]



(Abstract) Online Algorithm
Algorithm TestGenExe (S, E, IUT, T ) returns {pass, fail)
Z := {(s0, e0)}.

while Z   ∧ ♯iterations ≤ T do either randomly:
1. // offer an input

if EnvOutput(Z)  
randomly choose i ∈ EnvOutput(Z)
send i to IUT
Z := Z After i

2. // wait d for an output
randomly choose d ∈Delays(Z)
wait (for d time units or output o at d′ ≤ d)
if o occurred then

Z := Z After d′

Z := Z After o // may become  (fail)
else 

Z := Z After d  // no output within d delay
3. restart:

Z := {(s0, e0)}, reset IUT //reset and restart
if Z =  then return fail else return pass

ITEQS'18 [24]



(Abstract) Online Algorithm
Algorithm TestGenExe (S, E, IUT, T ) returns {pass, fail)
Z := {(s0, e0)}.

while Z   ∧ ♯iterations ≤ T do either randomly:
1. // offer an input

if EnvOutput(Z)  
randomly choose i ∈ EnvOutput(Z)
send i to IUT
Z := Z After i

2. // wait d for an output
randomly choose d ∈Delays(Z)
wait (for d time units or output o at d′ ≤ d)
if o occurred then

Z := Z After d′

Z := Z After o // may become  (fail)
else 

Z := Z After d  // no output within d delay
3. restart:

Z := {(s0, e0)}, reset IUT //reset and restart
if Z =  then return fail else return pass

Sound 
Complete (as T ∞)
(Under some technical 

assumptions)

ITEQS'18 [25]



Uppaal TRON Framework

”Relativized Real-Time i/o conformance” Relation

TRON: Testing Real-Time Systems Online
Spec = UppAal Timed Automata Network: Env || IUT

Timed Trace: i1.2½.o1.3.o2.19.i2.5.i3

Correct system behavior
Test Oracle
Monitor

Env. assumptions 
Relevant input sequences

•Complete and sound algorithm, 
•Efficient symbolic reachability algorithms
•Release 1.5 http://www.cs.aau.dk/~marius/tron/

ITEQS'18 [26]



Component Testing

ITEQS'18 [27]

Machine

https://youtu.be/rnwF0aB7
mJA



TRON
Testing Real-time system ONline

ITEQS'18 [28]

coin

tea

cof

cof_r

tea_r

coin_s



TRON
Testing Real-time system ONline
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coin

tea

cof

coin_s

tea_r
cof_r

INTERACTION 
Delay 4;

tea_r()@7412556us;
coin_s()@9607154us;

Delay 9; Delay 15; Delay 16; 
cof_r()@16785232us; 

Delay 20; 
Time out for test – PASS



Pass ’ed online testing using TRON indicates:
(Imp | USB-adaptor)  rt-iocoM_ENV (MS|Madaptor)  

To be validated as part of refinement check

The “real”-setup

ITEQS'18 [30]



State Estimates
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A mutant

Sleep(800); //8*800 ms =6.4 sec

Violates 4sec. deadline for producing coffee

ITEQS'18 [32]



Failed Test Run

95/100 runs fails this way
5/100 fails with “unacceptable output”
Average duration 26.5 s

Duration (sec)

ITEQS'18



A Small University

ITEQS'18 [34]

Continue testing of remaining components



Refinement Checking
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??



Refinement
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S2S1

S1 S2 : S1 has less behavior than S2

• Refinement between two TIOA’s is similar to an alternating timed simulation
• IN ECDAR treated as a timed game, using a timed game solver (TiGa)
• Simplifies to timed trace inclusion for deterministic (input enabled) TIOA. 



ECDAR

ITEQS'18 [37]

refinement: (Administration || Machine || Researcher) <= Spec ??



Refinement Checking using 
Simulation

ITEQS'18 [38]

Statistical model-checking using Uppaal-SMC

Simulation visualization
Locations encoded as timed
function

ERR location reached

Stochastic semantics
of TA
• Uniform distribution for 

bounded delays
• Exponential for 

unbounded



Compositional real-time Testing

ITEQS'18 [39]

Specifications
(manually defined as)

• Deterministic, input enabled TIOA
• Edited, animated, simulated in 

Uppaal

Refinement check 
• timed alternating game simulation 

for Det. TIOA equals timed trace 
inclusion

• Using Uppaal-ECDAR for symbolic
analysis

• Or Upaal-SMC for similation based-
check

• Or Tron

Refinement test 
• rtioco is transitive and a 

precongruence
• ~Timed trace inclusion
• Using Uppaal-TRON

Implementation
• Behavior can matched by some (unknown) 

deterministic input enabled (controllable) TIOA 



Compositional real-time Testing

 We have several critical engredients!
 Plausible application areas

 Network protocols
 Service-based Internet applicatons (IoT)
 Systems using Time-triggered networks, 

Partition-based hierarchical scheduling systems 
(avionics, partly automotive)

ITEQS'18 [40]



…but

 How to we come up with the (component) 
specifications
 Deterministic specifications for large models? Normally

given as a parallel composition
 How do we identify components (isolated unit with a clearly

defined communication interface) in existing software?
 Legacy software
 Component based software construction?

 Tool/theory idiosyncrasies! Esp. ECDAR
 Other Quantitative properties?

 Components share resources uncompositionally
 Effect of using approximate checking techniques

 Avoid spreading of defects?  E.g. using robustness testing
[Huster et al, ICTSS’17] 

 Still quite som work needed for industry readiness.
ITEQS'18 [41]
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